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Abstract 

Due to the development and dissemination of modern technology, anyone can easily communicate using 

services such as social network service (SNS) through a personal computer (PC) or smartphone. The develop-

ment of these technologies has caused many beneficial effects. At the same time, bad effects also occurred, one 

of which was the spam problem. Spam refers to unwanted or rejected information received by unspecified 

users. The continuous exposure of such information to service users creates inconvenience in the user's use of 

the service, and if filtering is not performed correctly, the quality of service deteriorates. Recently, spammers 

are creating more malicious spam by distorting the image of spam text so that optical character recognition 

(OCR)-based spam filters cannot easily detect it. Fortunately, the level of transformation of image spam 

circulated on social media is not serious yet. However, in the mail system, spammers (the person who sends 

spam) showed various modifications to the spam image for neutralizing OCR, and therefore, the same situation 

can happen with spam images on social media. Spammers have been shown to interfere with OCR reading 

through geometric transformations such as image distortion, noise addition, and blurring. Various techniques 

have been studied to filter image spam, but at the same time, methods of interfering with image spam 

identification using obfuscated images are also continuously developing. In this paper, we propose a deep 

learning-based spam image detection model to improve the existing OCR-based spam image detection 

performance and compensate for vulnerabilities. The proposed model extracts text features and image features 

from the image using four sub-models. First, the OCR-based text model extracts the text-related features, 

whether the image contains spam words, and the word embedding vector from the input image. Then, the 

convolution neural network-based image model extracts image obfuscation and image feature vectors from the 

input image. The extracted feature is determined whether it is a spam image by the final spam image classifier. 

As a result of evaluating the F1-score of the proposed model, the performance was about 14 points higher than 

the OCR-based spam image detection performance. 
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1. Introduction 

In modern society, due to the development of hardware devices, technologies, and services, most 

people can easily communicate with culture through social network service (SNS) using personal 

computers (PCs) or smart phones. Users' SNS usage time also showed a dramatic increase compared to 

before [1-4]. As increasing usage amount, a lot of content was generated. As a result, the contents used 
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to communicate with other users increased. However, contents making users that use the service feel 

uncomfortable also occurred. One of the contents that makes users who use the service feel uncomfortable 

is spam. Spam is information that the spammer sends for a specific purpose, but the recipient refuses to 

receive it because it does not want, is not of interest, or is unnecessary [5,6]. It is usually used for the 

purpose of advertising to many unspecified people. Now, SNS is a good place for spammers to 

disseminate spam content efficiently with a low cost. If users access the SNS service currently, they will 

be able to find the problem frequently. And spammers try various methods to disseminate spam content 

more effectively, one of which is disseminating spam with other formats than text. Currently, the trend 

of spam on SNS is changing from spam with a text format to creating and exposing image spam created 

by inserting text into images. As the form of spam content changes from a text format to an image format, 

the screen size of spam contents and the volume of spam data increased. Spam that disseminated 

randomly prevents users from using the service and causes problems that lead to poor service quality. 

Also, spammers do not consider the age of the user. It is also a big problem to expose bad content (adult, 

gambling, and drug) to people who use SNS, especially teenagers. As spam changes into visual content, 

it can also be seen frequently when sexually exciting images are added or used as backgrounds. Various 

attempts have been made to identify image spam or spam content. However, when the techniques were 

proposed, spam in email services became a social problem, and there are many studies focused on filtering 

spam in email systems. In the existing spam detection studies, there have been many attempts to analyze 

the contents using optical character recognition (OCR) for the detection of spam with image form. But 

spammers also attempted various modifications to spam images in order to neutralize the filtering of 

spam images with OCR. The development of OCR technology will enable flexible processing of even 

slightly modified images. The spammers will also disseminate image spam that neutralizes developed 

OCR through various methods. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The image example derived by affine transform and Gaussian blurring. 

 

For example, Fig. 1 shows affine transformation on X, Y and Gaussian blurring on the whole image. 

It was impossible to extract letters through OCR, but reading through the human’s eye is possible. 

Because images can be modified by combining various techniques, as shown in the example, it is 

impossible to predict and cope with all of the methods of producing image spam. For this reason, it is not 

a good idea to attempt to identify image spam using only OCR. If the image is modified to a level that 

the machine cannot read, it is called an obfuscated image and defined as a spam image. 
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Since obfuscated images interfere with the text extraction function of OCR, the performance of text-

based spam image detection techniques can be greatly reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to respond to 

the obfuscated image from which text information cannot be extracted, and additional information that 

can recognize spam only with image information will be needed. 

Therefore, in this paper, to improve the performance of the existing spam filter that uses only OCR, we 

propose a deep learning-based spam image detection model for improving the performance of spam filters. 

The proposed model improves the identification performance of spam images by adding three sub-models 

to the existing OCR and Apache SpamAssassin [7] based spam detection model. The added three sub-

models consist of an obfuscated image classifier, a spam image feature extractor based on deep learning, 

and a spam text feature extractor based on word embedding. The result value of each sub-model is merged 

into one feature vector and transmitted to the spam image detection model to output the final result. 

Following the introduction in Section 1, this paper introduces related research in Section 2 and the 

proposed model in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, the performance evaluation of the proposed technique 

is carried out, and the conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 

 

 

2. Related Work 

Various studies have been conducted from the past to identify spam composed of images. Biggio et al. 

[8] assesses that any component that interferes with OCR may be spam. In order to detect components 

that interferes with OCR, the image was analyzed at a low level and noise around the character area was 

attempted. In [9], in order to cope with various classic image transformations used to neutralize OCR 

technology, spam images collected in database were detected near-duplicate, and spam images were 

identified through similarity between images. Barbar and Ismail [10] mainly focused on identifying spam 

mail through the authentication system process of the email service in order to solve the spam problem 

that occurs in the email service. In this study, there was also an image spam identification process through 

OCR. In order to improve the precision of the OCR reading result, the result obtained from the context 

analysis spell check was used when determining that there was a problem with the OCR result. In the 

study of Fatichah et al. [11], using several layers of convolution neural network (CNN) and many data 

sets, features of spam images were extracted and spam was identified through neural networks without 

manual processes. Although various studies have been conducted to identify image spam before, there 

have been no studies that can flexibly cope with obfuscated images. The absence of a process to check 

obfuscation has a problem of creating a loophole in image spam identification and reducing performance. 

Recently, spam detection studies from various perspectives have been conducted with a dazzlingly 

growing artificial intelligence (AI) technique-based approach. Imam and Vassilakis [12] conducted the 

learning of OCR models based on effective and accurate scene text detector (EAST) and convolutional 

recurrent neural Network (CRNN) to extract Arabic included in spam images, and classified spam words 

in embedded Arabic images. There was also a study conducted using features of images, not text. Singh 

[13] performed image classification using 38 features of the image, such as image resolution, average 

pixel, and histogram properties, as inputs of neural network and deep neural network (DNN), and 

compared with the classification results of CNN models using images as inputs. In addition, there was a 

challenge to improve the performance of spam detection models in an environment where training 

datasets were insufficient. Rao and Gopalapillai [14] showed the possibility of spam image classification 
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models with less training and computing power through transfer learning of large-scale image 

classification models such as VGG16, VGG19, and MobileNet. Fan and Yang [15] suggested a method 

for expanding insufficient data sets for training. Among the data augmentation methods, k-means 

clustering was applied to change the image size to automatically find a good size and ratio for training. 

In addition, the accuracy of image classification models was analyzed using the augmented dataset. 

Sharmin et al. [16] constructed an instrument dataset using edge detecting technology to expand 

insufficient datasets, and analyzed the spam image classification performance of support vector machine 

(SVM), multilayer perceptron, and CNN. Recent studies described above have shown that AI-based spam 

detection is very useful and valuable, and predict that the performance of spam detection will continue 

to improve due to the development of AI technology in the future. 

 

 

3. Proposed Spam Image Detection Model 

This section describes the obfuscated spam image detection model to improve the spam filter. Fig. 2 

shows an overview of the proposed model. The input image is transmitted to four sub-models. Among 

them, the first spam classifier that processes text and the spam text feature extraction model receive 

preprocessed text by OCR rather than images. The first spam classifier is a technology that applies the 

existing OCR and spam assay, and outputs the first spam classification result as “True” or “False” from 

the input text. Spam text feature extractor converts spam features from input text into word embedding 

vectors and outputs them. The obfuscated image classifier detects whether the input image is distorted 

by an external operation and outputs whether it is obfuscated as “True” or “False.” Finally, the spam 

image feature extractor extracts the spam feature from the input image as a vector and outputs it. The 

output of each sub-model is merged into one vector, and these are passed to the final spam classifier to 

determine whether it is a final spam image. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Summary of proposed spam image detection model. 

 

3.1 First Spam Classifier 

The first spam classifier is a spam image classifier based on Apache SpamAssassin [7]. The classifier 

receives text extracted from the OCR and detects if there is a word related to spam. It extracts a list of 
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words in English by using a regular expression (Regex) for the text output from the OCR that received 

the image. Then, the output word list is compared with the pre-configured spam word dictionary to 

evaluate whether the word is related to spam and output whether the input image is spam or not. The 

spam word dictionary was constructed by extracting words from regular expressions that perform string 

filtering from the source code provided by Apache SpamAssassin. 

 

3.2 Spam Text Feature Extractor 

Currently, spam is transmitted in a variety of ways and is aimed at a wider target, making it very 

difficult to collect all the words used in spam, and spam filters using only spam dictionaries are not 

perfect. Therefore, the spam text features extractor extracts features of spam text using word embedding 

to improve the performance of spam filters based on spam dictionaries. Fig. 3 shows the process of the 

spam text features extractor. First, the text extracted from the OCR is converted into a token in the form 

of a word through Tokenizer. Each token is converted into an integer corresponding to each word through 

the vocabulary of TorchText [17] and then transferred to the embedding bag of TorchText. The 

embedding bag generates and outputs embedding vectors of each word. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Spam text feature extractor. 

 

3.3 Obfuscated Image Classifier 

The obfuscated image classifier detects obfuscated images that interfere with text recognition of OCR. 

Affine transformation [18], Gaussian blurring [19], distortion transformation, and completely automated 

public touring test to tell computers and Humans Apartment (CAPTCHA [20]) are representative 

methods of obfuscating images. To train the obfuscated image classifier, an obfuscated image data set 

was created using the image distortion techniques described above using OpenCV2 [21]. In addition, an 

obfuscated image classifier was created by training the dataset generated in the CNN model. Fig. 4 shows 

the work process of the obfuscated image classifier. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Obfuscated image classifier. 
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3.4 Spam Image Feature Extractor 

Text-based spam filters do not perform well unless accurate text is provided. Therefore, in order to 

overcome the limitations of text-based spam filters, information other than text must be able to be utilized 

to the fullest. The spam image feature extractor described in this section extracts various features of spam 

from images and convolution layers and pooling layers within the CNN model and outputs them as 

vectors. The CNN for the spam image feature extractor consists of four convolutional layers and Max 

pooling layers, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The model is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Spam image feature extractor. 

 

3.5 Final Spam Classifier 

Each output feature vector of the four sub-models described above is merged into one vector. The merged 

feature vector includes both features of spam text extracted from images and features of spam images. 

Vectors are delivered to the final spam classifier consisting of fully connected to detect spam images. 

 

 

4. Evaluation 

In this section, the performance of the proposed model is evaluated. We present the following three 

research questions for systematic evaluation. 

 

- RQ1. Is it possible to improve the performance of existing OCR-based spam filter by using the 

proposed spam text feature extractor? 

- RQ2. How badly does obfuscated images affect OCR-based spam detection models? 

- RQ3. Do each sub-model practically contribute to improving detection performance? 

 

For detailed evaluation of the proposed model, evaluation models are defined as shown in Table 1 

below. The baseline (first spam classifier) is a model that combines OCR and Apache SpamAssassin. 

STF is a model that merges the spam text feature extractor and the final spam classifier. SIF is a model 

that combines a spam image feature extractor, an obfuscated image classifier, and a final spam classifier. 

Finally, Base_STF and Base_SIF are defined by combining baseline, STF, and SIF, and proposed is the 

proposed model of this study as a model that merges all the defined models. 
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Table 1. Definition of models for evaluation 

 Description 

Text based model  

Baseline OCR + Apache SpamAssasin [7] (First spam classifier) 

STF OCR + Spam text feature extractor + Final spam classifier 

Base_STF Baseline + STF 

Image based model  

SIF Spam image feature extractor + Obfuscated image classifier + Final spam classifier 

Base_SIF Baseline + SIF 

Text & image model  

Proposed Baseline + STF + SIF + Final spam classifier 

 

For model training, we collected 3,217 spam images related to sales, drugs, gambling, and adult material 

from Image Spam dataset [22] and 1,211 ham images from Unsplash [23]. Table 2 below defines the data 

set to be used for the experiment. N_IMG is a dataset obtained by collecting and merging ham (non-

spam) and spam images. For image obfuscation, O_IMG applies image distortion using affine transform, 

Gaussian blur, and distortion transform to random 40% samples among spam images of N_IMG. 

 

Table 2. Definition of datasets 

Datasets Description 

N_IMG Normal spam image [22] + Ham image [23] 

O_IMG Obfuscated spam image + Ham image 

 

Also, PyTorch was used as a tool for spam feature extraction and deep learning implementation, 

Tesseract-OCR [24] was used to extract text from images, and OpenCV2 was used to generate obfuscated 

images. Finally, accuracy, F1-score, precision, and recall were used as evaluation methods. 

 

4.1 The Answer for RQ1 

To evaluate how much the word embedding-based spam text feature extractor improves the performance 

of the existing spam image detection method compared to the existing model, the performance between 

text-based models is evaluated. Fig. 7 below shows the performance of baseline, STF, and Base_STF for 

the N_IMG dataset. N_IMG is a general data set that does not apply obfuscation, and the performance of 

baseline and STF can be compared. 

Fig. 7(a) shows the performance for spam image detection. All models achieved scores of 91% or 

higher in all evaluations. However, the baseline had very unbalanced recall and precision, resulting in a 

relatively low F1-score. On the other hand, STF showed a stable score of 96% or higher in all evaluations. 

Base_STF is also affected by baseline and shows unbalanced performance. However, the performance of 

precision almost reached 99%. As a result of the experiment on spam image detection, it was verified 

that the word embedding-based spam text feature extractor can improve the performance of the existing 

OCR-based model. Fig. 7(b) shows the evaluation of ham image (non-spam image) detection. Even in 

ham image detection, baseline showed unbalanced performance and STF showed stable performance. In 

the end, STF had the highest F1-score of about 90%. Fig. 7(c) is the evaluation of accuracy and macroF1-

score. MacroF1-score is the average of F1-score for spam image detection and F1-score for ham image 
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detection, and generally means overall performance. Because STF showed stable performance in all 

evaluations, it achieved the highest accuracy (about 94%) and macroF1-score (about 93%). As a result 

of the analysis of Fig. 7, it was verified that STF can improve the performance of the existing OCR-based 

spam image detection model. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) 
 

Fig. 7. Evaluation of text-based models for N_IMG dataset: (a) spam-side, (b) Ham-side, and (c) total 

evaluations. 

 

4.2 The Answer for RQ2 

Fig. 8 shows the performance evaluation of the text-based spam image detection model for O_IMG 

with obfuscated images. The obfuscated image deteriorates the performance of OCR because image 

distortion that interferes with text extraction is applied. Therefore, compared to the previous experiment, 

it is confirmed that the overall performance was decreased. Through the comparison between Fig. 7(c) 

and Fig. 8(c), it was shown that the classification performance of the model (O_IMG based classifier) 

that trained the dataset with the obfuscated images decreased compared to the model (N_IMG based 

classifier) that did not. In particular, the baseline showed a sharp performance decrease in precision. In 

the baseline that trained O_IMG, accuracy and macroF1-score decreased by 13%, and in STF and 
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base_STF, accuracy and macroF1-score decreased by 10%. Through these experimental results, it was 

verified that obfuscated images hinder text extraction from images and further adversely affect spam 

detection. In this evaluation, base_STF and STF showed almost similar performance, and although there 

was a sharp decrease in performance due to obfuscated images, STF showed better performance than 

baseline. 

 

  

(a) (b)

 

 

(c)

Fig. 8. Evaluation of text-based models for O_IMG dataset: (a) spam-side, (b) Ham-side, and (c) total 

evaluations. 

 

4.3 The Answer for RQ3 

In this section, we evaluated the performance of STF and image-based models to evaluate the 

performance of image-based models. Fig. 9 shows the performance of each model for the O_IMG dataset. 

In the performance evaluation of obfuscated spam image detection shown in Fig. 9(a), image-based 

models show stable and high performance compared to STF. Image-based models showed very strong 

performance in detecting obfuscated spam images. In particular, the proposed model achieved very high 

performance over 95%. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c)

Fig. 9. Evaluation of image-based and STF models for O_IMG dataset: (a) spam-side, (b) Ham-side, and 

(c) total evaluations. 
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In the ham image detection shown in Fig. 9(b), compared to the image-based models STF, the 

performance was very good, and the performance of the proposed model was the highest in the ham 

image detection. The macroF1-score of the comprehensive evaluation shown in Fig. 9(c) also reached 

about 91%. The superiority of the proposed model was verified by significantly improving the 

performance (about 14%) compared to the baseline macroF1-score (about 77%) for O_IMG. Fig. 9(c) 

showed an improvement in overall performance in accuracy, F1-score, and macroF1-score through 

comparison of the proposed models. Through this experiment, it is proved that the features extracted by 

each sub-model are actually contributing to performance improvement. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we point out the limitations of the existing OCR-based spam image detection model and 

propose a deep learning-based spam image detection technique to improve performance and supplement 

vulnerabilities. To evaluate the identification performance of the proposed method, spam images and 

ham images were collected from Image Spam dataset and Unsplash, and the accuracy of the classifier, 

F1-score, precision, and recall were set as evaluation criteria. As a result of the evaluation, the proposed 

model improved the macroF1-score by 14% or more compared to the existing technique, and it was 

verified that it was very good in an environment where text extraction was difficult. Through the three 

questions presented in evaluation, it was shown that the four sub-models practically contribute to the 

spam image detection performance. 

Although encouraging results have been obtained from our experiments, the proposed method still 

requires further work. The optimization of model hyperparameters and learning speed is insufficient. 

Moreover, it is difficult to respond to all attack patterns because new ways of spammers attacking the 

proposed model continue to evolve. In order to cope with this issue, it is necessary to add a routine of 

periodically updating the model by learning on a new attack pattern. Furthermore, because this study has 

focused only on spam image detection, it is necessary to improve the performance for ham image detection. 
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